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Our nation's ability to project and sustain conventional military forces rapidly anywhere in the world is our most evident sign of national power. Today's National Military Strategy requires the ability to respond to nearly simultaneous major-theater wars (MTWs) in Northeast Asia and Southwest Asia. Scenarios describing these potential wars have been analyzed since 1994 in both Commander-in-Chief (CINC) deliberate planning and service programmatic processes. The acknowledged shortage of strategic airlift remains the "Achilles' heel" of our nation's power projection capability and is a classic example of a strategy to resource mismatch. In essence, today we have a two MTW strategy supported by a one or less MTW airlift force. This paper examines the purpose, components, and capabilities of the National Airlift System. The examination of the most recent mobility requirements study will show that an airlift shortfall exists. The paper presents three airlift options to alleviate the current airlift shortfall. The analysis will show that additional C-17 procurement and partial upgrade to the C-5 fleet is the most cost-effective solution. Finally, in order to preserve our monopoly on airlift, the author argues for a new airlift policy for modernizing the airlift fleet based upon national requirements.
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STRATEGIC AIRLIFT: OUR ACHILLES’ HEEL

Speed is the essence of war.

—Sun Tzu

Our nation’s ability to project and sustain conventional military forces rapidly anywhere in the world is our most evident sign of national power. Strategic airlift is a key enabler of Air Force, Army and Marine Corps power projection operations. Given its critical role, airlift will remain a topic of intense debate during the upcoming Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR).

For many centuries, military commanders have understood the importance of rapidly mobilizing and deploying forces to the battlefield before the enemy gains the initiative. Beginning with the writings of Sun Tzu, military theorists have realized that an effective military force must possess the ability to move rapidly. Mobility is often referred to as the long pole in tent of national security: without it, combat forces remain in garrison and lose the initiative. The Sun Tzu quote is as relevant today as it ever has been. However, the changing nature of our national security strategy and the current readiness of our military have taken on a greater significance for our mobility forces, most notably our air mobility forces.

Today’s National Military Strategy requires the ability to respond to nearly simultaneous major theater wars (MTWs) in Northeast Asia and Southwest Asia. Scenarios describing these potential wars have been analyzed since 1994 in both the Commander-In-Chief (CINC) deliberate planning and service programmatic processes. Today, the Air Force would be hard pressed to get everything where it needed to go. If both theater wars erupted at the same time, the Air Force Chief of Staff, General Mike Ryan, acknowledged the airlift fleet could not deliver the troops and equipment needed to halt the enemy’s advance.¹ Because of the availability of strategic airlift, Air Force General Tony Robertson, CINC of U.S. Transportation Command (TRANSCOM) and Commander, Air Mobility Command (AMC), stated “his command could meet the mobility requirements for two major theater wars with medium to high risk.”² The level of risk is not an indicator of whether the United States would lose a war, but whether it would be able to achieve important mobility objectives. The acknowledged shortage of strategic airlift remains the "Achilles’ heel" of our nation's power projection capability and is a classic example of a strategy to resource mismatch. In essence, today we have a two MTW strategy supported by a one or less MTW airlift force.

It is no secret that the nation’s strategic airlift fleet is inadequate for the stated national strategy. Airlift assets needed to respond to the two-theater war scenario will not be in place
The airlift shortfall is identified as one of the unfunded priorities of the Air Force. The C-17 acquisition timeline, retirement of the C-141, and aircraft sustainment problems, primarily with the C-5 fleet, have forced the airlift fleet below the established operational readiness rate. Additionally, the airlift fleet continues to have new requirements placed on it as the services jockey to become more relevant in the battle for limited resources.

In the past two years, the Air Force has reorganized as an "expeditionary force" and the Army has developed an urgent new goal of becoming lighter and more agile, shifting emphasis from heavy armored units, transportable mainly by sea, to lighter forces that can move by air. The Air Force and the Army are not the only customers for airlift, and other users like the Marine Corps have to receive priority when a crisis erupts. Airlift will likely be called on more frequently in future contingencies as services try to be "more expeditionary" and get to the action faster.

Strategic planners must address such issues as: how much airlift is needed; is our strategic airlift capability sufficient to meet present and future CINC operational requirements; and is our required capability affordable? This paper will focus on the issue of airlift in four distinct areas. First, it will look at the purpose, components and capabilities of the National Airlift System. The examination of the most recent mobility requirements study will show that an airlift shortfall exists. Second, three airlift options are presented that provides the nation the ability to achieve the two MTW strategy. The paper also analyzes the potential options to alleviate the current airlift shortfall. Third, this paper will examine the issue of airlift and its implications for Army Transformation. Fourth, this paper will argue for a new national airlift policy.

THE NATIONAL Airlift SYSTEM

In order to gain a deeper appreciation for the airlift shortfall, one must first understand the elements that our nation uses to create its strategic air mobility – the National Airlift System. This section describes the purpose of this system and examines the national policy that guides its existence. Additionally, it examines the character and causes of the current airlift shortfall.

THE PURPOSE OF THE NATIONAL Airlift SYSTEM

The commercial air carrier industry will be relied upon to provide the airlift capability required beyond that available in the organic military airlift fleet. It is therefore the policy of the United States to recognize the interdependence of military and civilian airlift capabilities in meeting wartime airlift requirements, and to protect those national security interests contained within the commercial air carrier industry.
The National Airlift System represents a unique partnership whose development spans more than six decades. More importantly, it represents the desire of this nation to maintain a monopoly on airlift as part of our national policy. President Ronald Reagan's above statement highlights the interdependence of our national strategic airlift assets and points to a unique partnership absent from other military arms. However, this partnership involves confrontation as well as cooperation, as numerous groups and individuals interact, all pursuing their own interests and goals. At the heart of the dispute is the need to balance economic efficiency with military effectiveness.

President Reagan's 1987 National Airlift Policy Statement captures the overriding purpose of the National Airlift System: "The national defense airlift objective is to ensure that military and civilian airlift resources will be able to meet defense mobilization and deployment requirements in support of U.S. defense and foreign policies." Our airlift objective is relatively clear; however, it leaves a few questions unanswered. Should the National Airlift System prepare primarily for peacetime or wartime operations? Should the National Airlift System be organized for peak efficiency or maximum effectiveness? The 1987 National Airlift Policy attempted to maximize all of these variables by stating that the airlift system should be developed "efficiently and effectively to meet established requirements for airlift in both peacetime and in the event of crisis or war." This policy guidance can become quite confusing in terms of force structure planning because the most effective wartime airlift force could quite possibly prove to be the most inefficient in peacetime and, quite possibly, in times of war.

When the National Airlift Policy statement was disseminated in 1987, the tension between wartime and peacetime requirements was clear since the Cold War environment stressed the airlift system's wartime role. Today, the tension between peace and war is more crucial. The post-Cold War environment is more fluid and challenges the U.S. with increased opportunities and demands to use aircraft in Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW) situations. TRANSCOM and the Air Staff's planning efforts have shifted away from an almost exclusive emphasis on wartime requirements.

The issue of the civilian and military roles in the airlift system creates another policy concern. Since the end of World War II, proponents of the military and civilian components have clashed over who should move military passengers and cargo in times of peace. Military proponents claim that peacetime movement of cargo and passengers on organic military transports is a cost-effective by-product of the need to train and exercise the military's wartime airlift system. Commercial proponents claim that this practice constituted unfair competition
and that airlines should carry most military cargo and passengers since they are more efficient than the military. Current airlift policy attempts to reduce this tension by stating:

"During peacetime, Department of Defense regulations for passenger and/or cargo airlift augmentation shall be satisfied by the procurement of airlift from commercial air carriers participating in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet Program, to the extent that the Department of Defense determines that such airlift is suitable and responsive to the military requirement."  

Given the tensions over wartime and peacetime requirements and component roles, current airlift policy aims to develop a compromise airlift system. It is fine-tuned for neither war nor peace operations, but capable of supporting both. It appears the focus of current airlift policy is not to build a military and civilian airlift fleet that can meet a specific requirement, but to acquire the most generally capable airlift with funds available. Based on fiscal realities, the ultimate goal of the National Airlift System is to provide the greatest possible reserve of wartime airlift capacity in any emergency. At the same time, the policy attempts to maintain an efficient and effective airlift capacity to fulfill Department of Defense (DOD) peacetime airlift requirements. Likewise, the policy must recognize that other non-DOD agencies, like the White House, Departments of Justice, State and Transportation, dozens of nongovernmental and private volunteer organizations, the United Nations, and many allies place significant peacetime requirements on our airlift system.

Bearing the responsibility of a world leader and sole superpower, the United States has committed significant resources around the world in support of our national security strategy. Our engagement strategy preserves the ability to influence world events. The United States has pledged to aid those in need. Whether responding to a natural disaster or for humanitarian assistance, the first to arrive and support these small-scale contingencies are airlift forces. Because of our monopoly on airlift, our nation is able to remained engaged despite the fact that we have reduced our forward-deployed forces and overseas presence by two-thirds since the height of the Cold War.

COMPONENTS OF THE NATIONAL AIRLIFT SYSTEM

The National Airlift System consists of military and civilian components. The success of the airlift system depends on more than just the aircraft and crews. The National Airlift System depends on the proper management and operation of aerial ports, logistics and maintenance organizations. Likewise, Command, Control, Computers, and Communications (C4) systems and dedicated professionals make the system work. The following section will focus on the aircraft and crews that move the passengers and cargo.
Civilian Airlift

The large number of civilian aircraft operated by U.S. civil air carriers represents a vital source of our total U.S. national airlift capability, both in peace and during war. The National Airlift System has two methods of tapping into this airlift reservoir: (1) the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) and (2) civilian contract airlift.

The government and airline industry combined to establish the CRAF program in 1952 to provide a system for augmenting military aircraft with commercial aircraft in an emergency. Under this program, US civil carriers voluntarily enter into a contractual agreement requiring them to contribute some of their passenger or cargo aircraft in the event the military is unable to fulfill the airlift requirements of a contingency or wartime situation. In exchange for this commitment, CRAF participants receive priority access to a large portion of DOD’s peacetime passenger and cargo airlift business. This concept, thus, creates a large potential airlift capability, and the only cost to the government is the compensation provided to the carriers as they carry out routine DOD contract airlift business. The CRAF program could potentially provide up to half the nation’s strategic airlift capability, without requiring government purchase of aircraft, personnel expenditures, or flying and maintenance of civilian aircraft in peacetime.\(^{15}\)

Based on the extent of augmentation required, activation of the CRAF is incremental, based on three stages. Stage I (Committed Airlift Expansion) is activated to support expanded peacetime military airlift requirements when AMC’s military airlift capability cannot meet both the deployment and other airlift requirements simultaneously. It consists of 82 long-range international aircraft (e.g., Boeing 747, DC-10). Stage II (Defense Airlift Emergency) is activated to support a defense airlift emergency and consists of 273 aircraft. Stage III (National Emergency) is used to support a declared national mobilization and consists of 723 aircraft. All three stages can be enacted by CINC, U.S. Transportation Command, with approval of the Secretary of Defense. Activation of Stages I and II requires CRAF response time within 24 hours of assignment, whereas Stage III response time is 48 hours. Carriers are called up for a minimum of 30 days with a guaranteed per day payment based on the type of aircraft required. DOD gives carriers fifteen days notice before release from CRAF activation. Overall, the CRAF program provides the National Airlift System with a tremendous capability to augment the military airlift component.\(^{16}\)

The other civilian component of the National Airlift System is civilian contract airlift. Most of DOD’s passenger traffic and a significant portion of its cargo airlift requirements are fulfilled
by civil air carriers through contract operations. According to the AMC Craf contracting office, civilian air carriers airlift an average of 30 percent of DOD’s peacetime cargo requirements and 90 percent of its passenger requirements. In order to be eligible to bid on a DOD contract airlift mission, a civil carrier must be a member of the Craf and meet the minimum Craf participation requirements. The allocation of the contract airlift is accomplished through a mathematical apportionment process. This process divides the contracts among the civil carriers based upon the amount and type of airlift each carrier makes available to the Craf.

Military Airlift

The military component of the National Airlift System employs aircraft and crews from the active Air Force, Air Force Reserve, and the Air National Guard. Military airlift provides national leaders with unique airlift capabilities that cannot be duplicated in civilian airlift assets. Military airlift assets have several desirable characteristics:

- Not all DOD cargo will fit in civilian aircraft. Few Craf aircraft will carry oversized cargo and none will carry outsized cargo. Military airlift is necessary to permit the movement of these types of cargo.
- Civilian air carriers will not always be able to lift passengers and/or cargo to the desired locations. Operations into hostile areas and to some “less prepared” airfields will likely remain the domain of military airlift.
- Military aircraft provides a greater ability to conduct classified operations.
- Military airlift provides the unique ability to conduct airborne operations.
- On short-notice, time-critical missions, military planners can easily redirect and reprogram enroute military aircraft or launch standby military crews often permitting a quicker response that could be obtained with civilian aircraft.

The military airlift component operates four types of strategic airlift aircraft – the C-5, C-141, C-17, and KC-10. All except the KC-10 were designed to conduct the unique missions that civilian carriers were either unable or unwilling to carry out. These military unique missions include airdrop, austere airfield operations, in-flight refueling, and special operations. With the exception of the KC-10, the strategic airlift fleet comes with military unique design features. These features include the following: T-tail to facilitate loading and airdrop; large cargo doors and ramps to accommodate over and outsized cargo; and high wings and unique landing gear configurations to permit operations at austere fields and improve ground maneuvering. Although these features make it possible for the C-5, C-141, and C-17 aircraft to conduct their unique missions, they cannot move passengers and smaller cargo as efficiently as civilian
aircraft. Therefore, it is uncommon to find these design features on aircraft operating in the profit motivated civil aviation environment. AMC's other strategic airlift, the KC-10, was purchased primarily for use in refueling operations, but it does possess a significant cargo capability. In order to gain a better appreciation for the status of our strategic airlift fleet, it is important to examine the factors that resulted in our airlift shortfall.

AMC planners hoped to retain the C-141 fleet until the 2010-2015 timeframe. Unfortunately, this option proved too expensive following Desert Storm and resulted in an earlier-than-planned C-141 retirement schedule. All active duty C-141s are now scheduled for retirement by 2003, and the reserve C-141s by 2006. The C-17 will replace the C-141 on nearly a one-for-two basis. In essence, AMC will replace 266 C-141s with only 135 C-17s. This acquisition strategy somewhat bolsters airlift capability due to the C-17's ability to carry outsized cargo and operate in and out of small austere locations. However, the conversion significantly reduces this nation's operational flexibility due to the dramatic reduction in the number of airframes available. Additionally, reductions in the original C-17 acquisition program from 210 to 120 aircraft resulted in slower-than-planned addition of much needed C-17 airlift capability. C-17 production will be unable to compensate for the accelerated losses of C-141s.19

Our nation's unique ability to deploy personnel and equipment rapidly anywhere in the world is an essential enabler of our national security strategy of engagement. The United States relies heavily on both civilian and military components of the National Airlift System to meet our global security commitments. Yet, the national airlift policy remains riveted to a cold war paradigm of total mobilization for war. The United States is faced with a policy-strategy mismatch that it cannot afford to ignore. The next section of this paper will examine our strategic airlift requirements based on our most recent mobility requirements study.

STRATEGIC AIRLIFT REQUIREMENTS

The deployment for Operation Desert Shield/Desert Storm ranks among the largest in history. From 7 August 1990 (C-day, commencement) to 10 March 1991 (R-day, beginning of redeployment), USTRANSCOM moved to the United States Central Command (USCENTCOM) area of responsibility - a distance of about 8,700 nautical miles - nearly 504,000 passengers, 3.6 million tons of dry cargo, and 6.1 million tons of petroleum products. This equates to the deployment and sustainment of two Army Corps, two Marine Corps expeditionary forces, and 28 tactical fighter squadrons.20 However, Operation Desert Shield revealed that strategic deployment of US forces was too time-consuming and offered our adversaries a chance to achieve their military goals if they acted quickly.21
After Operation Desert Storm, the Congress directed DOD to determine strategic mobility requirements in response to the changing world environment and change in our National Military Strategy. The 1992 Mobility Requirements Study and the follow-on 1995 Mobility Requirements-Study Bottom-Up Review Update (MRS-BURU) correctly concluded that the military could only increase its deployment through an investment in sealift, airlift, equipment prepositioning, and deployment infrastructures. As a result, DOD decided to acquire 120 C-17 aircraft, twenty large medium-speed roll-on/roll-off ships (LMSRs), and to preposition ground equipment both ashore and afloat to allow for rapid transition to decisive operations.\textsuperscript{22}

The halt phase requirements of the CINC theater campaign plan proved to be the most demanding on airlift and planners used this as the determinant for airlift capacity.\textsuperscript{23} Additional sealift or prepositioning assets would not meet CINC operational timelines for the halt phase and were not an acceptable option to mitigate the risk. Mobility planners and analysts determined an airlift requirement of 49.7 million ton miles/day (MTM/D).\textsuperscript{24} Planning models at the time of the study predicted a current airlift throughput capability of 47.6 MTM/D. This airlift requirement was to be supported by organic military aircraft (e.g., C-5, C-17 and C-141), as well as civilian passenger and cargo aircraft under the provisions of the CRAF. AMC has been unable to fulfill the 1992 requirement, and TRANSCOM analysts now claim that the current airlift fleet supplemented by CRAF Stage III (National Emergency) could only generate about 36.2 MTM/D resulting in a continued shortage in airlift resources to meet our two MTW strategy.\textsuperscript{25} Additionally, a May 2000 study by the General Accounting Office estimates that AMC is short 29 percent of the needed military airlift capability primarily due to the retiring C-141 fleet, low mission capable rates for an aging C-5 aircraft, and an overall spare parts shortage.\textsuperscript{26}

The National Military Strategy has continued to evolve since DOD conducted its last comprehensive mobility study in 1995. Although the ability to prosecute overlapping MTWs remains the cornerstone of US defense strategy, the past five years of experience has sharpened the focus on small-scale contingencies, peacetime presence and engagement missions, and threats from weapons of mass destruction.\textsuperscript{27} All of these have serious implications for our national power projection capabilities. The Deputy Secretary of Defense, John Hamre, directed a reexamination of the strategic mobility system in 1998 because of the changing international environment and military force structure.\textsuperscript{28} DOD chartered the Mobility Requirements Study -2005 (MRS-05). The MRS-05 study identified additional improvements were needed in our air mobility programs. The study determined that 1995 MRS-BURU requirement of 49.7 MTM/D is not adequate to meet the full range of missions. This is primarily due to newly identified intra-theater lift requirements and the full consideration of missions.
additional to those directly supporting the two MTW scenarios. 29 Neither a detailed intra-theater analysis nor the additional missions were considered in previous mobility studies.

The airlift analysis considered a wide variety of missions. First, it reviewed the missions directly supporting the warfighting demands of two nearly simultaneous MTWs. From this assessment, the study identified a need for a minimum of 51.1 MTM/D of airlift capability. Second, the study observed that there are likely to be other demands on the airlift system during peak periods of operations early in major theater campaigns. Some of these other demands may be closely associated with the conduct of theater operations and thus were considered as additive requirements. Third, the study also evaluated a number of planning assumptions that could affect the availability of airlift in those critical peak periods. The missions and variations in assumptions examined in the study generated a range of airlift demands up to 67 MTM/D. Three missions were judged to warrant highest priority as additions to the 51.1 MTM/D capability needed for major theater warfighting demands. These high-priority missions - conducting special operations, deploying missile defense systems to friendly nations, and supporting other theater commanders not directly engaged in the theater campaigns - would yield a total airlift requirement of 54.5 MTM/D, when combined with the demands associated with the major theater wars. 30

The Joint Chiefs of Staff unanimously agreed to the establishment of 54.5 MTM/D of airlift capability to support the National Military Strategy. This capability, however, still leaves the threat to our national military strategy at a moderate level of risk. 31 In order to establish an airlift objective within the range defined by the analysis and to develop a program to achieve that objective, DOD will have to consider the appropriate balance between capability and risk in light of overall defense priorities. It will also have to examine alternative means to provide the desired capability commercial sources or other short-term surge measures. Additionally, DOD will need to closely examine mobility programs in the context of refinements to the defense strategy to be made in the upcoming QDR. 32 The following section will analyze potential programmatic solutions and alternatives to the airlift shortfall.

ALTERNATIVES TO THE Airlift SHORTFALL

While our need for airlift is increasing, the age and condition of our current airlift fleet leaves many decision makers in a state of quandary. Strategic airlift is the most discussed subject by the regional CINCs and is among their top five priorities. 33 To alleviate the strategy to resource mismatch in our two MTW strategy, the most relevant alternatives available to
strategic planners to bridge the current airlift gap are to: enhance the CRAF program; upgrade the C-5 fleet; or procure additional C-17 aircraft.

The experiences of World War II, the Berlin Airlift, and the Korean War provided the motivation for the creation of CRAF. During these operations, it became clear that the military's airlift resources were insufficient to meet all possible requirements. In the Korean War, it was necessary to support the movement of personnel and equipment into Korea, but first the military had to receive operational control of the commercial aircraft. However, there was no established process for doing so and significant delays resulted. Based on the executive order from President Truman in 1952, DOD and the airline industry developed a memorandum of agreement to initiate the CRAF program. This presidential action represented the first time that our nation monopolized airlift as part of our national policy.

During the Cold War, our nation never activated the CRAF, and if it had been, the risk to commercial aircraft and their crews would have been limited. Commercial carriers would have been able to fly safely into allied airfields, far from the enemy lines. During the Cold War period, the airline industry perceived the activation and the physical risk as low. Accordingly, CRAF incentives changed very little over the years. During the 1970s, DOD implemented a CRAF Enhancement Program that subsidized the modification of commercial wide-body aircraft for potential military use. However, modified commercial aircraft were about eight percent heavier, and the airlines felt that the one-time compensation payment offered by DOD to offset the fuel cost of the increased weight was inadequate, particularly given increases in fuel prices. In addition, funding by Congress for the program was limited. In 1983, when the modification program first gained legislative approval, appropriations were $7.5 million, less than half the cost of converting a single aircraft. Congressional leaders were also concerned about government liabilities and access to these planes in the event of a carrier bankruptcy. These fears were realized with the Pan American bankruptcy and the Air Force lost access to the largest number of modified aircraft. The Air Force discontinued the modification program in 1991, having failed to attract significant airline interest or support from Congress.

CRAF's contribution was evident during Desert Shield/Desert Storm when the United States activated it for the first time. CRAF flew 20 percent of the strategic airlift missions in the Gulf War. It moved 62 percent of the passengers and 27 percent of the cargo during deployment and 84 percent of the passengers and 40 percent of the cargo during redeployment. The total cost of the CRAF contribution in Desert Shield/Desert Storm was $1.3 billion.

The Air Force has worked hard to fix the problems the Gulf War revealed about CRAF. The CRAF program reached a major milestone during the Persian Gulf War because it exposed
some significant problems. CRAFT's first activation showed problems with such basic issues as insurance. CRAFT carriers were eligible for government-sponsored liability coverage to replace commercial policies that did not cover wartime situations. Additionally, it was also not clear whether some routes, such as short hops within the U.S. itself, were covered. The government could not entirely replace aircrew life insurance cancelled because of the Desert Storm call-up. In 1995 CRAFT officials obtained U.S. government approval to close the gaps in its liability and aircrew insurance coverage.\(^4^1\) The Pentagon authorized the use of defense business operating funds to pay for any large CRAFT insurance loss.\(^4^2\) Additionally, operational issues such as the lack of proper ground handling equipment, incompatible communications systems, and the lack of chemical protection gear were identified during the Gulf War.

Perhaps the biggest obstacle that Air Force officials continue to struggle with is how to develop alternative incentives to encourage airlines to make a real commitment to the program. The Air Force has worked extensively over the last five years for every opportunity they could to bolster the peacetime business for CRAFT carriers. CRAFT carriers now get preferential treatment when applying for non-defense government business as well. The Pentagon worked with the General Services Administration to link the government's civilian flying business to CRAFT participation. This initiative has induced airlines to reenter the CRAFT program.\(^4^3\)

Given the current good health of the CRAFT program, the question is why can CRAFT not alleviate the current airlift shortfall? AMC studied this issue extensively during MRS-05 and identified five reasons why more CRAFT assets will not work.\(^4^4\) First, CRAFT will not fly in a chemically contaminated theater of operations and probably radioactive or biologically contaminated areas as well. Second, CRAFT cannot perform the Special Operations mission. Third, CRAFT cannot deliver Patriot missiles and launchers required in the initial phase of the crisis. Fourth, many theater CINC support missions involve unique outsized and oversized cargo that CRAFT is not able to carry based on aircraft configuration. CRAFT aircraft are not suitable for austere or politically sensitive destinations that require specially trained aircrews. Fifth, CRAFT assets tend to congest constrained airfields more than organic lift because of long ground times, materiel handling requirements, less ramp maneuverability and high fuel demands. Most importantly, planners cannot use the full CRAFT capacity apportioned for most of the critical halt phase in MRS-05.\(^4^5\)

Additional CRAFT oversize/outsize capability could be realized by a proposal now called Commercial Application of Military Airlift Aircraft (CAMA).\(^4^6\) CAMA is an innovative US Government and Boeing initiative to develop a commercial version of Boeing's C-17, the backbone of AMC's airlift fleet. The commercial variant is part of a unique plan to expand the
commercial outsize and oversize airlift market. Additionally, it would gain more wartime and contingency capabilities to deploy and sustain U.S. military forces. Under the plan, a commercial operator will initially get a certain percentage of guaranteed military airlift business plus up-front funding. In exchange, DOD would have guaranteed use of the cargo aircraft when needed (CRAF-like arrangement). This would significantly increase both the capability and flexibility for transporting oversize/outsized cargo normally unsuited for CRAF carriers. As MRS-05 revealed, the theater commander desperately needs this capability in the halt phase of the theater campaign plan.\textsuperscript{47}

The poor reliability of the C-5 fleet appears to be the chief culprit behind the airlift shortfall.\textsuperscript{48} C-5 mission capability (MC) rates for fiscal years 1997 through 2000 averaged 55 percent largely due to structural and engine problems. The C-5 aircraft fleet falls short of the 75 percent AMC wartime mission capable rate and results in an additional 3.5 MTM/D shortfall in airlift contribution to the two MTW scenarios. This shortfall is equivalent to 21 aircraft. During recent contingencies in the Southern Balkans, the C-5 fleet experienced less than a 50 percent on-time departure rate.\textsuperscript{49}

The C-5 fleet consists of the "A" model and the "B" model. The "A" model entered service in 1969 and is found in Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve units. The "B" model was introduced in 1986 and is found only in Air Force active duty squadrons. The C-5 fleet has a history of low reliability and high operating and support costs. The Air Force developed the Capital Investment Plan (CIP) to improve reliability and cost. As part of that effort, the Air Force contracted Lockheed-Martin to validate the CIP and recommended steps for further improvement. Those recommendations, combined in the C-5 Reliability Enhancements and Re-Engining Program (RERP), are briefly as follows: \textsuperscript{50}

- CIP - replace the high-pressure turbine in the GE-TF 39 engines (HT-90) and modernize the cockpit avionics through the Avionics Modernization program (AMP).
- System and structural modifications - fuel, hydraulic, environmental, electrical, flight controls, landing gear and repair of replacement of parts of the airframe e and skin.
- Replacement of the 4000 lbs thrust TF-39 engines with CF6-80C2 power plants derated to approximately 50 lbs as well as new nacelles and pylons.

According to AMC officials, the cost of the C-5 RERP is $50 million per aircraft. The Air Force believes the C-5 has 80 percent of its structural life left, and that it makes financial sense to invest in refurbishing the fleet with new engines and advanced avionics. They also believe
that our nation should never become dependent on one strategic airlift aircraft and that we need both the C-5 and the C-17. The Air Force developed an Operational Requirements Document for the C-5 RERP; however, the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) has not approved the document and probably will not until DOD completes the QDR.\textsuperscript{51}

AMC conducted an Outsize and Oversize Analysis of Alternatives (AOA) to determine the most cost effective mix of upgraded C-5s and C-17s needed to meet the MRS-BURU outsize/oversize requirement of 27.1 MTM/D. AMC contracted the Institute of Defense Analysis (IDA) to develop reliability and cost estimates to support the AOA. IDA examined three levels of modernization: CIP (baseline); a partial upgrade comprising all proposed modifications except the engines; and the full RERP program. AMC included only the CIP and full RERP in the AOA. Based on the data provided in IDA's report, the incremental cost-effectiveness of partial upgrade, RERP and procurement of additional C-17s is comprised in Figure 1.\textsuperscript{52}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{cost-effectiveness.png}
\caption{COST EFFECTIVENESS.}
\end{figure}

Figure 1 shows the gain in fleet MTM/D per billion dollars realized from the partial upgrade, the incremental impact of adding new engines and the corresponding gain from an equal C-17 addition. The partial upgrade yields the greatest gain in MTM/D per dollar spent. Buying additional C-17s adds more MTM/D at roughly twice the cost per ton-mile. Finally, MTM/D gained per dollar spent on the addition of new engines is quite small compared with other options. IDA estimates the partial upgrade would increase C-5 fleet average MC rate from
70.7 to 75.1 percent. AMC's target C-5 MC rate is 75 percent. Completion of the RERP was estimated to further increase MC rate to 78.4 percent.\textsuperscript{53}

Even with these improvements, reaching the MRS-05 goal of 54.5 MTM/D requires the acquisition of additional C-17s.\textsuperscript{54} Figure 2 compares the acquisition cost of the C-5 upgrade options plus the additional C-17s needed to attain that capability. If the RERP option is selected, 35 additional C-17s must be acquired at a total cost of nearly $12 billion. If only the CIP is performed, 47 additional C-17s must be bought, but the total acquisition costs drops to about $8 billion. Performing the partial upgrade reduces the number of additional C-17s to 40 and reduces the total cost to about $7.6 billion. Based on acquisition cost, any option including new engines for the C-5 is not cost effective. The IDA report shows that the C-5 RERP reduces Life Cycle Costs. However, as shown in Figure 3, RERP will not pay for itself for about 27 years.

**Acquisition Cost to Achieve 54.5 MTM/Day**

(AMC/IDA Assumptions)
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**FIGURE 2. ACQUISITION COST TO ACHIEVE 54.5 MTM/D\textsuperscript{55}**

Figure 3 shows cumulative operations and support options and the time required for the savings to cover the cost of the modifications. The lower area shows savings from the partial upgrade, indicating the break-even point in 2021, 17 years from the start of the program. The upper line shows the combined cumulative savings of the full RERP. The upper area represents savings from the new engines themselves. Even though savings are dramatic, the cost of re-engining is so high ($5.2B in FY00$) that break-even will not occur until 2031, 27 years from program start. By 2031, the average age of the C-5As will be 60 years and for the newest Bs, 44 years.
RERP Cost Recovery Requires 27 Years

FIGURE 3. RERP COST RECOVERY 27 YEARS

None of the C-5 modernization alternatives satisfies the 54.5 MTM/Day MRS-05 requirement. Other than marginally increasing availability, C-5 modernization does not solve AMC's stated shortage of airframes. The RERP option is least cost-effective in terms of added capability per acquisition dollar spent. Even though the RERP produces operational and support (O&S) cost savings, break-even will not occur until 27 years after program start. Given the history of fatigue and corrosion with the KC-135 and C-141 fleets, there is a high probability the C-5A fleet will not remain airworthy long enough to recoup the RERP costs.

FIGURE 4. MRS-05 PROGRAMMATIC SOLUTIONS.
In summary, Figure 4 illustrates the options to meet the MRS-05 airlift goal of 54.5 MTM/D. The most cost-effective solution in terms of acquisition is to complete the partial upgrade of the C-5 fleet and procure 50 additional C-17s to meet the 54.5 MRS-05 requirement. If the Air Force insists on proceeding with RERP, then only the C-5B/C aircraft should be re-engined. Finally, the Air Force should make all efforts to develop an acquisition strategy for ten BC-17 aircraft as part of the CRAF program.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ARMY TRANSFORMATION

A troubling mismatch exists between Army goals for Transformation and the Air Force's strategic airlift capabilities. General Eric Shinseki's plan to transform the Army seeks to build a deployable and responsive force that is relevant across the spectrum of operations. But do the services, especially the Air Force, have the capability to deploy brigades and divisions within mere days?

In order to achieve this strategic responsiveness, General Shinseki's new vision has established clear deployability goals: "We will develop the capability to put combat forces anywhere in the world 96 hours after liftoff - in brigade combat teams for both stability and support operations and for warfighting. We will build that capability into a momentum that generates a warfighting division on the ground in 120 hours and five divisions in 30 days."\(^{59}\) Current deployment analysis indicates that only the brigade in 96 hours is achievable with current airlift assets.\(^{60}\) Additionally, a recent report released by the Army concludes that CRAF will not be able to assist, as only nineteen percent of the Interim Brigade Combat Team vehicles are transportable in Boeing 747s.\(^{61}\) Significant transformation is required for the Army's objective force to meet the Army Chief of Staff's deployment goals. More importantly, Army transformation programs must be closely linked with Air Force airlift modernization plans. Presently, that synergistic approach is woefully lacking.

The Army and the Air Force should not continue air mobility planning efforts without close coordination. If the Army plans to use air-deployable medium forces and routine nonlinear operations, the Air Force and AMC must consider how they equip, organize, and train the air mobility fleet. This need will become more heightened once theater commanders begin factoring interim brigades into war plans. Additionally, the next generation of our air mobility fleet must focus on concepts that emphasize efficiency.\(^{62}\) Likewise, as the Army develops and refines the Objective Force concepts, it must review how they relate to the capabilities and limitations of the objective air mobility force. Single service transformation planning may be a passe' as single-service warfighting.\(^{63}\) The general success of future service warfighting
concepts envisioned in Army Transformation will depend on the cooperation of service or functional components.

The Air Force has traditionally under funded air mobility programs. Even though the Air Force has stated a requirement to replace special operations C-141s with fifteen C-17s beyond the original program of 120, yet it has not put funds in the budget to accommodate them. In the Fiscal 2001 budget, the Air Force deleted three C-17s, postponing them for several years. As a result, Congress created the National Defense Airlift Fund to protect C-17 funding. The Air Force continues to prioritize high-profile programs like the F-22 and Joint Strike Fighter over air mobility platforms. Budget testimony by General Ryan in September 2000 clearly demonstrated that the Air Force is willing to sacrifice procurement of lift assets and other mobility programs in order to protect the fighter programs.64

Likewise, funds needed to address the airlift shortfall will compete directly with Army Transformation. General Shinseki estimates the Army will have only half of the roughly $70 billion needed for this program over the next ten years.65 The Army recently decided to go ahead with a full buy of the Comanche helicopter, even though the purchase is not compatible with transformation in the long run without significantly greater funding. The Army has its eye on an increase in funding and a larger share of the defense budget. Given the new administration’s initial forecast for defense spending, the hope that the QDR can make this happen by validating the transformation concept seems very naive.

Finally, the apportionment of airlift needed to support General Shinseki’s new deployment goals for Army Transformation mentioned above will compete with the Air Force’s requirements for an Air Expeditionary Force. The Air Force currently consumes about 70 percent of the scarce airlift capacity in the first ten days of a crisis-response deployment.66 Ultimately, it will not be the Army Chief of Staff who determines the airlift priority. The theater CINC will make that decision based on his warfighting concept of operations. It would behoove the Army to make a very strong case to the theater CINC for additional airlift funding.

In light of the current airlift shortfall presented in this paper, the author contends that a new national airlift policy that emphasizes the essential role of airlift in our national security strategy is desperately needed at this time. If we are to maintain our monopoly on airlift, our nation’s civilian and military leaders must take appropriate action to protect this national resource. The following section will make recommendations for a new national air mobility policy.
NEED FOR A NATIONAL AIR MOBILITY POLICY

A new and rational approach is needed for developing a national air mobility policy for the United States to address our strategic airlift shortfall. This policy must focus our national efforts on maintaining our monopoly on airlift. We must address the current critical situation of the aging strategic air mobility fleet in light of the new geopolitical order and the declining budget available for airlift forces. According to our national civilian and military leadership, our national security interests depend on our ability to project power rapidly. With the loss of strategic forward bases for U.S. forces, the ability to deploy those forces has become more important than ever. The capability of the current airlift force has become a limiting factor for the range of credible responses the U.S. can launch to crises.

The national airlift policy must address three key objectives. First and foremost, our nation requires a highly versatile airlift fleet without compromise of the following key characteristics: highest reliability the aerospace industry can produce; best maintainability available; highest throughput capability even in austere environments; and maximized flexibility through the range of possible airlift missions. The future airlift force needs to be adequate for the full spectrum of strategic airlift missions.

Second, the national air mobility policy must address the viability of the CRAF program by revising the working relationship with air carriers, proposing incentives that will increase CRAF participation, and removing those disincentives that impact carrier participation. The motivating factor behind CRAF participation continues to be access to peacetime airlift business. Alternative contracting strategies have the potential for long-term contracts to increase CRAF participation. These long-term incentives could involve additional money to haul military cargo or provide subsidies for large transport aircraft purchases. Our national policy needs to encourage innovative initiatives like the Commercial Application of Military Airlift Aircraft in our CRAF program. A properly tailored CRAF Enhancement Program, implemented under a national air mobility policy, would help to ensure the National Airlift System is prepared to accomplish its mission in support of our national security interests.

Third, we must build an airlift force that is operationally compatible with our allied and coalition partners. This will foster continued U.S. aerospace world leadership in a time of rapid globalization. The United Nations continues to look to the United States to provide strategic airlift in support of peacekeeping operations. Given the United Nations' current strategic airlift limitations, this would allow the U.S. to provide airlift in future operations in lieu of contributing troops. This approach would also assist in reducing the military's personnel tempo challenge associated with ongoing peacekeeping operations.
In summary, our nation will decide the composition of the future airlift force for the next ten to fifteen years in the coming months. We must take advantage of airlift options available to address our strategy to resource mismatch in strategic airlift. Airlift is a key to our strategic mobility that gives us the ability to shape and respond. Historically, budget and political realities rather than operational needs have driven the choice of airlift aircraft. In order for the United States to retain a leading role globally, a sound policy for modernizing the airlift fleet, based upon national requirements, must be adopted. If the situation is not addressed, the lack of robust airlift fleet will limit the options of the National Command Authority to respond to future world crises.
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